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Abstract—Resource management for large-scale high performance computing systems pose difficult challenges to system

administrators. The extreme scale of these modern systems require task scheduling algorithms that are capable of handling at least

millions of tasks and thousands of machines. These large computing systems consume vast amounts of electricity leading to high

operating costs. System administrators try to simultaneously reduce operating costs and offer state-of-the-art performance; however,

these are often conflicting objectives. Highly scalable algorithms are necessary to schedule tasks efficiently and to help system

administrators gain insight into energy/performance trade-offs of the system. System administrators can examine this trade-off space

to quantify how much a difference in the performance level will cost in electricity, or analyze how much performance can be expected

within an energy budget. In this study, we design a novel linear programming based resource allocation algorithm for a heterogeneous

computing system to efficiently compute high quality solutions for simultaneously minimizing energy and makespan. These solutions

are used to bound the Pareto front to easily trade-off energy and performance. The new algorithms are highly scalable in both solution

quality and computation time compared to existing algorithms, especially as the problem size increases.

Index Terms—High performance computing, scheduling, resource management, bag-of-tasks, energy-aware, heterogeneous computing,

vector optimization, linear programming
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1 INTRODUCTION

TODAY’S high performance computing (HPC) systems
often have hundreds of thousands of cores, processors,

and/or machines. The need for these extremely large HPC
systems is driven by increasingly large HPC workloads
comprising potentially millions of tasks. The increase in
computational capability of HPC systems also results in a
significant increase in its energy consumption. Therefore,
there is a growing need for computationally efficient algo-
rithms for energy-aware scheduling of tasks to machines in
such large-scale environments.

HPC systems have seen dramatic increases in their power
consumption [1], [2]. This increase in power consumption
can increase electricity costs for the operators, cause degra-
dation in the electronic components, and create additional
stress on the electrical infrastructure that supports these

facilities [3]. Additionally, the goals of HPC users often con-
flict with the goals of HPC operators. The user’s goal is to fin-
ish their workload as quickly as possible. Often, this is in
conflict with the goal of the system operator to consume less
energy, and typically such a situation requires the sacrifice of
one of the goals to satisfy the other. To balance the perfor-
mance and energy costs of the system it is important to pro-
vide the system administrator with a tool that provides a set
of solutions that trade-off these objectives.

In this study, a set of efficient and scalable algorithms are
proposed that can help system administrators quickly gain
insight into the energy and performance trade-offs of their
HPC system through the use of intelligent resource alloca-
tion. The algorithms proposed have very fast run times,
good asymptotic algorithm complexity, and produce sched-
ules that are closer to optimal as the problem size increases.
This approach is therefore very well suited to large-scale
HPC environments.

Our work considers a common scheduling model where
users submit a set of independent tasks known as a bag-of-
tasks [4]. We assume that the full bag-of-tasks is known a
priori [5] (i.e., static scheduling), a task executes on only one
machine, and a machine may only process one task at a
time. We study HPC environments that have highly hetero-
geneous tasks and machines, known as heterogeneous com-
puting (HC) systems [6].

HC systems often have some special-purpose machines
that can perform specific tasks quickly, while other tasks
might not be able to run on them. Another cause of hetero-
geneity is differing computational capability, input/output
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bottlenecks, or memory limitations. The machines may fur-
ther differ in the average power consumed for each task
type. Machines can have different architectures, leading
to vastly different power consumption characteristics. For
instance, a task that runs on a GPU might consume more
power but execute much faster, therefore consuming less
energy to execute than the same task run on a general-
purpose machine. The heterogeneity in execution time of
the tasks provides the scheduler degrees of freedom to
greatly improve the performance as compared to a na€ıve
scheduling algorithm. Similarly the heterogeneity in the
power consumption allows the scheduler to decrease the
energy consumption.

In this study,we consider optimizing two conflicting objec-
tives. The first is to minimize the makespan, that is, the maxi-
mumfinishing time of all tasks. The second is tominimize the
total energy consumption of all machines in the HPC system.
We design a novel technique that utilizes a unique relaxation
of this scheduling problem then solves it using, in part, linear
programming (LP) for generating a set of high-quality solu-
tions that represent the tradeoff space betweenmakespan and
energy consumption (i.e., Pareto front).

In summary the contributions of this paper are:

1) the formulation and evaluation of algorithms that:
a) efficiently compute tight lower bounds on the

energy and makespan using LP,
b) generate a set of high quality bi-objective solu-

tions (i.e., Pareto front), and
c) improve upon the Pareto front approximation

via convex filling,
2) the addition of idle power consumption to the for-

mulation of the energy/makespan problem in [4],
3) a comparison to other Pareto front generation algo-

rithms, and
4) the design and evaluation of a quantitative measure

for comparing the quality of bounds on the Pareto
front.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First an
algorithm for minimum makespan and energy scheduling
is presented in Section 2. Vector optimization background is
given as a tool to solve the bi-objective energy and make-
span scheduling problem in Section 3. Section 4 describes
an algorithm to generate Pareto fronts and the convex fill
algorithm to further improve the Pareto fronts. Section 5
presents the results by comparing the Pareto fronts to an
implementation of the non-dominated sorting genetic
Algorithm 2 (NSGA-II) for various HPC environments. The
Algorithm’s complexity is given in Section 6 along with
experimental execution time results. We discuss related
work in Section 7 and Section 8 concludes this study and
presents some ideas for future work.

2 ALGORITHM DESIGN

2.1 Approach

The fundamental approach of this paper is to apply divisible
load theory (DLT) [7] to ease the computational require-
ments of calculating solutions for the makespan and energy
scheduling problem. The technique has two major steps.
The first step uses DLT, where we assume a single task is

allowed to be divided and scheduled onto any number of
machines, to calculate the lower-bound solution. After the
lower-bound solution is computed, a two-phase algorithm is
used to recover a feasible solution from the infeasible lower-
bound solution. The feasible solution will be shown empiri-
cally to be a tight upper bound on the optimal solution.

HC systems often have groups of machines, typically
purchased at the same time, that have identical or very simi-
lar performance and power characteristics. This allows one
to view these similar machines (only for the purposes of
analysis) as a unique machine type. Machines belonging to
a machine type have virtually indistinguishable performance
and power properties with respect to the workload.
Machines of the same type may differ vastly in feature sets
so long as the performance and power consumption of the
tasks under consideration are not affected. Tasks often
exhibit natural groupings as well. Tasks of the same task
type are often submitted many times to perform statistical
simulations and other repetitive jobs. Having groupings for
tasks and groupings for machines permits less profiling
effort to estimate the run time and power consumption for
each task on each machine.1

Traditionally the static scheduling problem is posed as
assigning all tasks to all machines. This formulation is not
well suited for recovering a high quality feasible solution
from a relaxation of the problem. The decision variables in
the classic formulation are binary valued (a task is assigned
or not assigned to a machine), and rounding a real value
from the lower bound to a binary value can change the objec-
tive significantly. Complicated rounding schemes are neces-
sary to iteratively compute a suitable solution. Rather than
addressing the problem of assigning all tasks to all machines,
we pose the problem as determining the number of tasks of
each type to assign to machines of each type.With this modi-
fication, decision variables will be large integers� 1, result-
ing in only a small error to the objective function when
rounding to the nearest integer. This approximation is most
accurate when the number of tasks assigned to eachmachine
type is large. In addition to easing the recovery of the integer
solution, another benefit of this formulation is that it is signif-
icantly less computationally intensive due to solving the
higher level assignment of tasks types to machine types with
DLT, before solving the fine-grain assignment of individual
tasks to machines. As such, this approach can be thought of
as a hierarchical solution to the static scheduling problem.
Furthermore, for the size of problems considered in this
paper, the classical relaxation is not solvable in reasonable
run timewith current computing capabilities.

2.2 Lower Bound

The lower bound on the makespan and energy is given by
the solution to an linear programming (LP) problem and is
formulated as follows. Let there be T task types and M
machine types. Let Ti be the number of tasks of type i and
Mj be the number of machines of type j. Let mij be the

1. This model applies directly to multicore systems where a task
executes on a single core, however, the nomenclature changes. Multi-
core systems typically have homogeneous cores. Identical cores, from
all machines, can be considered machines belonging to a single machine
type. Different types of cores would belong to differentmachine types.
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number of tasks of type i assigned to machine type j, where
mij 2 R is the primary decision variable in the optimization

problem. Let ETC be a T �M matrix where ETCij is the
estimated time to compute a task of type i on a machine of
type j. Similarly, let APC be a T �M matrix where APCij is
the average power consumption for executing a task of type i
on a machine of type j. These matrices are frequently used
in scheduling algorithms (e.g., [5], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]).
ETC and APC are generally obtained from historical data in
real environments.

The lower bound on the finishing time of the machines of
a machine type is found by allowing tasks assigned to a
machine type to be divided among all machines to ensure
the minimal finishing time. With this conservative approxi-
mation, all tasks in machine type j finish at the same time.
The finishing time of any machine of type j, denoted by Fj,
is given by

Fj ¼ 1

Mj

X
i

mijETCij : (1)

Throughout this work, sums over i always go from 1 to T
and sums over j always go from 1 to M, thus the ranges are
omitted. Given that Fj is a lower bound on the finishing
time for a machine type, the tightest lower bound on the
makespan, denoted byMSLB, is

MSLB ¼ max
j

Fj : (2)

Without considering idle machines, the energy con-
sumed by a bag-of-tasks is given by

P
i

P
j mij APCijETCij.

In HPC environments the machines are often powered off
or put into a hibernate state to reduce the static power con-
sumption. To incorporate all of these modes of operation,
define the idle power consumption APC;j to be that part of

APCij that occurs when no task is executing on a machine
of type j. Not all machines will finish executing tasks at the
same time. The makespan is used to compute the energy
consumed by idle machines. The equation for the lower
bound on the energy consumed while incorporating idle
power, denoted by ELB, is given by

ELB ¼
X
i

X
j

mij APCijETCij

þ
X
j

Mj APC;jðMSLB � FjÞ

¼
X
i

X
j

mij ETCij APCij �APC;j
� �

þ
X
j

Mj APC;jMSLB

(3)

where the second term in the first equation accounts for the
idle power. The second equation in (3) breaks the energy
into dynamic power and idle power consumption terms.
Due to the idle power model, the energy consumption
depends directly on the makespan.

The bi-objective optimization problem for the lower
bound is:

minimize
mm;MSLB

ELB

MSLB

� �

subject to : 8i
X
j

mij ¼ Ti

8j Fj �MSLB

8i; j mij � 0

(4)

The objective of (4) is to minimize ELB and MSLB,
where mm is the primary decision variable. MSLB is an aux-
iliary decision variable necessary to model the objective
function in (2). The first constraint ensures that all tasks
in the bag are assigned to some machine type(s). The sec-
ond constraint is the makespan constraint. Because the
objective is to minimize makespan, the MSLB variable
will be equal to the maximum finishing time of all the
machine types. The third constraint ensures that there are
no negative assignments in the solutions.

This vector optimization problem can be solved to find
a collection of optimal solutions. It is often solved by
weighting the objective functions to form an LP problem.
Methods to find a collection of solutions are presented in
Section 4.

Ideally, this LP problem would be solved optimally with
mij 2 Z�0. However, for practical scheduling problems,

finding the optimal integer solution is often not possible
due to the high computational cost. Fortunately, efficient
algorithms exist that produce high quality sub-optimal fea-
sible solutions. The next few sections describe how we take
an infeasible real-valued solution from the linear program
and build a complete feasible allocation.

2.3 Recovery Algorithm

2.3.1 Overview

An algorithm is necessary to recover a feasible solution
(i.e., full resource allocation) from the infeasible solution
obtained from the lower bound in (4). Numerous
approaches have been proposed in the literature for solv-
ing integer LP problems by first relaxing them to real-val-
ued LP problems [13]. Our approach here follows this
common technique except using computationally inex-
pensive algorithms tailored to this particular optimization
problem. The recovery algorithm is decomposed into two
phases. The first phase rounds the solution to the nearest
solution while taking care to maintain feasibility of (4).
The second phase, called local assignment, assigns tasks
to actual machines to build the full resource allocation.
The details of the two phases of the recovery algorithm
are detailed in Appendix A, which can be found on
the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TPDS.2015.2456020.

3 LINEAR VECTOR OPTIMIZATION

3.1 Introduction

Multi-objective optimization is challenging because there is
usually no single solution that is superior to all others.
Instead, there is a set of superior feasible solutions that are
referred to as the non-dominated solutions [14]. When all
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objectives are to be minimized, a feasible solution x domi-
nates a feasible solution ywhen

8i fiðxÞ � fiðyÞ
9i fiðxÞ < fiðyÞ

(5)

where fið�Þ is the ith objective function. Feasible solutions
that are dominated are generally of little interest because
one can always find a better solution in some or all objec-
tives by selecting a solution from the non-dominated set.
The non-dominated solutions, also known as outcomes and
efficient points, compose the Pareto front.

The optimization problem in (4) is used to compute the
lower bound to a bi-objective linear convex optimization
problem with convex constraints. The results to follow in
this section apply only to this lower-bound scheduling algo-
rithm. These results do not apply after the solution has been
rounded or locally assigned because those are non-linear
operations. In this section, the term Pareto front will be
used to denote the Pareto front of the linear vector optimiza-
tion problem (lower bound).

Let C 2 Rm�n be the linear mapping from the schedule to
the objective space. For our scheduling problem this is a
two-dimensional space consisting of energy and makespan;
however, these results apply to larger dimensional objective
spaces as well. Let X 	 Rn be the convex set of constraints,
thus it has the property

8xa; xb 2 X ¼)8� 2 ½0; 1
 : �xa þ ð1� �Þxb 2 X : (6)

The decision variable, x, is contained within X . For the
lower-bound optimization problem x is a vector that con-
tains the schedule, mm, and the auxiliary decision variable,
makespan.

Using the above notation, the linear convex vector opti-
mization problem is

minimize
x2X

y ¼ Cx : (7)

The lower-bound optimization problem in (4) can be easily
converted to this form.

Let the objective space, spanned by y, be given by
Y 	 Rm and its non-dominated subspace given by YND 	 Y.
The Pareto front is given by all the y 2 YND. This Pareto
front is convex and will be proven below. Fig. 1 is an illus-
tration of the proof. It shows the decision space X and the
objective space Y. Given two points ya and yb along the
Pareto front,

ya ¼ Cxa 2 YND

yb ¼ Cxb 2 YND ;
(8)

a point in-between can be found. For any � 2 ½0; 1
 let yc be
on the line between ya and yb, such that

yc ¼ �ya þ ð1� �Þyb
yc ¼ �Cxa þ ð1� �ÞCxb
yc ¼ C �xa þ ð1� �Þxbð Þ
yc ¼ Cxc

yc 2 Y :

(9)

Therefore yc is feasible and it is on the line between ya
and yb so the Pareto front cannot have any concave regions.
If there were any concave regions of the Pareto front then
for some � the point yc would not be in the feasible region.
It is important that xc is a convex combination of xa and xb.
This fact will be used to help fill gaps in the Pareto front in
the convex fill algorithm described in Section 4.4. A more
general version of this proof is available in [15].

The Pareto front for a linear objective function and con-
vex constraint set is also connected [15]. This means that
given one point in the Pareto front YND all other points in
the Pareto front can be found by taking infinitesimal steps
along the Pareto front while never leaving the Pareto front.
This is important because if one can find points along the
Pareto front then it is possible to connect those points to
form an approximation to the Pareto front.

3.2 Multiple Non-Dominated Solutions

It is desirable to tightly bound the Pareto front using algo-
rithms that are computationally efficient and scale well as
the problem size increases. Non-dominated solutions help
to restrict the size of the regions where the remaining Par-
eto front may exist. Given any optimal non-dominated
solution, the Pareto front does not exist in the region to the
top right nor to the bottom left of the non-dominated solu-
tion. When given any two non-dominated solutions there
is more information about the Pareto front that can be
extracted when considering them jointly than when con-
sidering each individually. Fig. 2a shows an example of
two non-dominated solutions ya and yb. The orange
regions in Fig. 2a show where the Pareto front can reside.
The Pareto front cannot be in any of the unshaded areas.
Regions 3, 4, and 8 are dominated by ya and/or yb so they
cannot be in the Pareto front. Regions 5, 9, and 10 would
dominate ya and/or yb but ya and yb are in the Pareto front
so these regions also cannot contain the Pareto front. If the
Pareto front were in regions 1, 7, or 11 then the Pareto front
would not be convex thus they are excluded as well. The
orange regions 2, 6, and 12 are the only regions where the
Pareto front can reside.

With four non-dominated solutions, the region where the
Pareto front can reside is reduced even further. Fig. 2b
shows four non-dominated solutions. The orange regions

Fig. 1. Illustration of the proof of convexity: Showing the linear mapping
from the convex set in the decision space to the convex set in the
objective space.
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show where the Pareto front can reside. For instance, the
region between ya and yb is reduced due to the convexity
requirement imposed by yd and yc. It can be shown that
adding a fifth non-dominated solution outside of yd and yc
would not reduce the region between ya and yb any further
due to convexity of the Pareto front.

3.3 Inner and Outer Approximations

In Section 4, multiple Pareto front approximation schemes
will be discussed. Some of these approximations form an
inner approximation while others form an outer approxima-
tion. Fig. 3 shows an example of an optimal Pareto front
alongwith inner and outer approximations for the linear vec-
tor optimization problem. The outer approximation is a
polytope that enclosesY. Some solutions in an outer approxi-
mation may not be feasible but it will encapsulate all the sol-
utions. An inner approximation is a polytope that is fully
enclosed by Y. All solutions in an inner approximation are
feasible solutions. The Pareto solutions, YND, only exist
between the inner and outer approximations. Also shown in
Fig. 3 are the nadir and utopia points that form the bounds
on the objective space region of interest. To find the nadir
and utopia points onemust first solve the optimization prob-
lem for each objective individually. The nadir point is then
found by selecting the maximum value of each objective.
Likewise, the utopia point is found by selecting the mini-
mum value of each objective. The nadir and utopia points
will be used in theweighted sum and convex fill algorithms.

4 PARETO FRONT GENERATION

4.1 Introduction

Finding the Pareto front can be computationally expensive
because it involves solving numerous variations of the opti-
mization problem to find many optimal solutions. Most
algorithms use scalarization techniques to convert the
multi-objective problem into a set of scalar optimization
problems. Major approaches of scalarization include the
hybrid method [15], elastic constraint method [15], Benson’s
algorithm [16], [17], and Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization
[18]. Pascoletti-Serafini scalarization is a generalization of

many common approaches such as normal boundary inter-
section, �-constraint, and weighted sum. We will use the
weighted sum algorithm in this work. The weighted sum
algorithm can find all the non-dominated solutions for
problems with a convex constraint set and convex objective
functions, when enough weights are chosen [18]. Weighted
sum is used for the linear convex problem in (4) to find all
non-dominated solutions. A known issue with the weighted
sum algorithm is that it does not uniformly distribute the
solutions along the Pareto front. The clustering of solutions
from weighted sum is mostly overcome by using the algo-
rithm in Section 4.4.

Finding the optimal schedule for makespan alone is NP-
Hard in general [19], thus finding the optimal (true) Pareto
front is also NP-Hard. However, computing tight upper
and lower bounds on the Pareto front is still possible. Spe-
cifically, a lower bound on a Pareto front is a set of solutions
for which no feasible solution dominates any of the solu-
tions in this set. An upper bound on the Pareto front is a set
of feasible solutions that do not dominate any Pareto opti-
mal solutions. The true Pareto front only exists between the
lower-bound curve, an outer approximation, and the
upper-bound curve, an inner approximation.

4.2 Weighted Sum

The weighted sum algorithm forms the convex combination
of the objectives and sweeps the weights to generate the
Pareto front. The first step is to compute the lower-bound
solution for energy and makespan independently of each
other. This is used to find the nadir and utopia points, ynadir

and yutopia respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. The next
step is to compute the maximum change in each dimension
as:

ynadir � yutopia ¼ DELB

DMSLB

� �
: (10)

The scalarized objective for the energy and makespan
scheduling problem is then given by:

minimize
mm;MSLB

a

DELB
ELB þ 1� a

DMSLB
MSLB

� �
: (11)

A lower bound on the Pareto front can be generated by
using several values of a 2 ½0; 1
. As the weights are
changed, the objective function changes but the constraints
all remain the same. This means that the optimal solution to

Fig. 2. Given ya, yb, yc, and yd in the Pareto front only the orange shaded
regions may contain the Pareto front. Considering two points together
provide much more information than considering them independently.
Four points provide much more information than considering only two
points due to the convexity of the Pareto front.

Fig. 3. Inner and outer approximation of the Pareto front: The feasible
region is shown in yellow. The Pareto front is in the region between the
inner and outer approximation polygons.
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the LP in the prior step is still feasible in the new problem
however possibly sub-optimal. To decrease the run-time the
prior solution and the corresponding basis can be used to
warm start the primal simplex algorithm [13]. In practice,
this leads to significant savings in algorithm run time.
Weighted sums will produce duplicate solutions (i.e., mm is
identical for neighboring values of a). Duplicate solutions
are removed to increase the efficiency of the subsequent
algorithms. Each solution is rounded to generate an inter-
mediate Pareto front. Rounding often introduces many
duplicates that can be safely removed. Each integer solution
is converted to a full allocation with the local assignment
algorithm to create the upper bound on the Pareto front.

4.3 Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

The NSGA2 [20] is an adaptation of the genetic algorithm
(GA) optimized to find the Pareto front of a multi-objective
optimization problem. Similar to all GAs, the NSGA-II uses
mutation and crossover operations to evolve a population
of chromosomes (solutions). Ideally, this population
improves from one generation to the next. Chromosomes
with a low fitness are removed from the population. The
NSGA-II algorithm modifies the fitness function to work
well for discovering the Pareto front. In prior work [4], the
mutation and crossover operations were defined for this
problem. The NSGA-II algorithm will be seeded in two
ways in the following results. The first seeding method uses
the minimum energy solution (only minimal energy when
there is no idle energy), sub-optimal minimum makespan
solution (from the min-min [5] algorithm), and a random
population as the initial population. This is the original
seeding method used in [4]. The second seeding method
uses the full allocations from the local assignment algorithm
as the initial population for the NSGA-II.

4.4 Convex Fill Algorithm

The weighted sum algorithm finds lower-bound solutions
that are on the vertices of the objective space convex set Y.
As such, the weighted sum algorithm’s solutions tend to be
clustered because vertices of the polytope Y tend to be non-
uniformly distributed in the objective space. This leaves
large gaps between solutions in the Pareto front. Recall that
Fig. 2 shows that as the distance between the known points
along the Pareto front increase so does the size of the allow-
able region for the Pareto front. To better contain or bound
the Pareto front, solutions are needed to help fill the gaps
between the weighted sum solutions. The convex fill algo-
rithm developed next is a very fast way to find these desired
missing solutions.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the lower-bound curve as a
thick purple line. Overlaid on the figure are the weighted
sum algorithm’s solutions as red circles. The white star
shaped solution was not found by sweeping the weights for
the weighted sum algorithm due to a fixed number of
weights. Convex fill’s solutions are shown as green triangles.
These solutions fill in gaps betweenweighted sum solutions.

Recall from Section 3 that the convex combination of
solutions is also a solution. The convex fill algorithm pop-
ulates the gaps in the objective space by using this con-
vexity property on the decision space. The convex fill

algorithm uses all the unique lower-bound solutions from
the weighted sum algorithm.

Define the normalized objective value to be

�y ¼ y� yutopia

ynadir � yutopia
: (12)

For the energy and makespan problem, this becomes

�y ¼
ELB�Eutopia

LB
DELB

MSLB�MS
utopia
LB

DMSLB

0
B@

1
CA: (13)

The convex fill algorithm uses the L1 norm as the mea-
sure of distance between outcomes in the normalized objec-
tive space. For the two-dimensional objective space, when
N solutions are provided by weighted sum, the total
distance is

XN�1
t¼1
k �yt � �ytþ1 k1¼ 2 : (14)

Let the parameter s be the maximum desired L1 norm dis-
tance between two adjacent solutions in the normalized
objective space. The convex fill algorithm will insert convex
solutions when the distance between adjacent points from
the weighted sum algorithm is greater than s to ensure the
resultant spacing is at most s.

Algorithm 1 provides the pseudocode for our convex fill
algorithm. It takes the list of lower-bound solutions X and a
maximum desired spacing s and produces a list of solutions
Z that has no gaps larger than s. This algorithm only works
on vector optimization problems with a two-dimensional
objective space. Our convex fill algorithm iterates over adja-
cent solutions in X. Two solutions are said to be adjacent if
they are nearest to each other in the objective space. Practi-
cally, these adjacent solutions are found by first lexicographi-
cally sorting the solutions by their objective vectors. For a
sorted set of solutions, the adjacent solutions are those that
are consecutive in the list. The solutions from the weighted
sum algorithm are already lexicographically sorted if a is

Fig. 4. Example solutions from theweighted sumand convex fill algorithms:
Weighted sum’s solutions are red circles and convex fill’s additional solu-
tions are green triangles. The Pareto front is the thick purple line. The white
star represents a non-dominated solution that the weighted sum algorithm
did not discover due to a limited number of weights that causes the
neighboring convex fill solutions to not be a lower bound. The convex fill
algorithm accurately approximates the solutions within the regions that the
weighted sumalgorithmmissed.
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swept from 0 to 1. Let the distance between any two solutions
be d, and let n be the number of solutions to be added
between ya and yb to ensure maximum spacing of s. The con-
vex combination of the pair of solutions and the objective val-
ues of the solutions are computed. Lastly, the new solution x
is appended to the listZ.

Algorithm 1. Convex fill Algorithm

Require: X be the list of lower-bound solutions from the
weighted sum algorithm

Require: s be the maximum desired spacing between solutions
1: Z  X
2: for all adjacent pairs (xa; xb) inX do
3: d k �ya � �yb k1
4: n dd=se � 1
5: for t ¼ 1 to n do
6: � t

nþ1
7: x ð1� �Þxa þ �xb

8: y ð1� �Þya þ �yb ¼ Cx
9: Z  Z [ fxg
10: end for
11: end for
12: return Z

Unlike solutions from the weighted sum lower bound, the
solutions from the convex fill algorithm are not guaranteed
to be a lower bound. This is because there is no guarantee
that all solutions were found when performing the weighted
sum sweep. If all vertices or solutions of Y are found, then
convex fill will produce lower-bound solutions. Fig. 4 illus-
trates how a vertex that is not found by weighted sum,
causes the convex fill algorithm’s solutions to no longer be
on the lower-bound curve. To use the convex fill algorithm
for producing lower-bound solutions, an optimal algorithm
such as Benson’s algorithm is required [16]. Benson’s algo-
rithm for (4) is much slower thanweighted sum.

To construct the full allocation from the lower bound,
the recovery procedure described in the Section 4.2 is
used. Results for the convex fill algorithm are presented in
Section 5.5.

4.5 Pareto Front Solution Quality

Many approaches to quantitatively and qualitatively mea-
sure the quality of a Pareto front have been used in the liter-
ature [21], [22], [23]. One approach uses a measure of how
well-spaced the solutions are in the objective space by com-
puting the sample variance of the distance between solu-
tions [24]. While this is useful in some cases it is not a good
measure of the overall quality of an approximation to the
Pareto front. A byproduct of the weighted sum algorithm
described in Section 4.2 is that it produces many lower and
upper-bound solutions that can be used to constrain the
Pareto front to a small region. To quantitatively measure the
performance of algorithms, we can compute the area of this
region. The true Pareto front becomes more tightly bounded
when the area of this region becomes smaller. Our approach
is similar to the hyperarea difference in [25] that computes
the area between the true Pareto front and the actual feasi-
ble solutions. Our approach uses the area between the lower
bound (using convexity properties) and the feasible solu-
tions (using dominance).

Computing the area of the region where the Pareto front
can reside in a consistent manner is important. Fig. 5 shows
this region as an orange polygon. The red circles are lower
bound solutions that are obtained from the weighted sum
algorithm. The lower edges of the polygon are defined by the
convexity property as described in Section 3.2 and illustrated
in Fig. 2. The blue squares are the fully feasible solutions and
form the upper part of the polygon. A feasible solution domi-
nates everything above and to the right that is indicated by
the shaded yellow region in the figure. The extra solutions
found by convex filling are shown as the green triangles.
These solutions are neither part of the lower bound nor part
of the upper bound, but they often contribute to unique feasi-
ble solutions that can help reduce the area of the orange
polygon. For each dimension in the objective space, themaxi-
mum lower or upper bound solution is used to limit the poly-
gon. For example, consider the lower bound solution at
coordinate (9.5, 1). It has the largest objective value of all sol-
utions in the f1 direction and is used to limit the extent of the
polygon in the f1 direction. In the f2 direction, the maximum
point is the feasible solution at coordinate (3, 9). This point
limits the polygon in the f2 direction. Once all the vertices of
the polygon are found then the area can be trivially com-
puted to provide a measure of the quality of the solution
[26]. Fig. 11 in Section 5.6 shows two Pareto front bound pol-
ygons computed from solutions of the LP-based algorithm
with andwithout convex filling.

5 RESULTS

5.1 Simulation Setup

ETC and APC matrices are needed to evaluate the algo-
rithms. To generate these matrices, a set of five benchmarks
executed over nine machine types are used to construct the
initial matrices [27]. The benchmarks include raytracing, file
compression, a gaming engine, real-time graphics render-
ing, and source code compilation. Not all the task types rep-
resent traditional HPC workloads, but the benchmarks
serve as a good baseline of tasks that utilize the servers in

Fig. 5. An example of Pareto front bound area: The area of the orange
polygon is a measure of the tightness of the bound on the Pareto front.
The red circles are the solutions from the weighted sum algorithm and
bound the lower part of the orange polygon using the properties of con-
vexity. The blue squares are the fully feasible solutions and dominate the
yellow shaded region to the upper right. The green triangles are the solu-
tions from the convex fill algorithm, but they do not contribute to the
orange polygon.
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vastly different ways. The servers used include AMD and
Intel architectures ranging from four to twelve cores. Five
task types is rather small for realistic systems so we added
task types that have similar statistical performance charac-
teristics to the existing ones. The method found in [9] was
used to construct the larger ETC and APC matrices. In this
environment, there are 1,100 tasks comprised of 30 task
types. The number of tasks per task type varies from 11 to
75 and was generated by the method used in [28]. There are
nine machine types with four machines of each type for a
total of 36 machines. A complete description of the environ-
ment and results are available in Appendix D, available in
the online supplemental material. This environment will be
referred to as the nine machine-type environment.

Some results to follow use an entirely different envi-
ronment to show that the algorithms are not specific to a
single configuration but instead are broadly applicable.
This HPC system was previously used in [4] and will be
referred to as the ten machine-type environment. Unlike
the nine machine-type environment that is based on
benchmarks, this environment is synthetically generated.
The system has 50 machines selected from ten machine
types. There are 1,000 tasks made from 50 task types.
The ETC and APC matrices were generated randomly
with the coefficient of variation (CoV) method described
in [29].

Unless noted otherwise, the simulations were performed
on a mid-2009 MacBook Pro with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
processor. All the algorithms were implemented in C++
and optimized using our best effort. The COIN-OR CLP
solver was used to solve the LP problems. The third party
CLP library is also written in C++ [30]. The hardware being
used for running the NSGA-II simulations is a 2013 Dell
XPS’15 with an Intel i7-4702HQ 2.2GHz CPU. The NSGA-II
code is implemented in C++.

The LP-based Pareto fronts are all generated with 1,000
evenly distributed weights. The weights are used in the
weighted sum algorithm to parametrically sweep the Pareto
front. Generally this leads to fewer than 100 full allocations
depending on the particular problem.

5.2 Pareto Fronts

Fig. 6 shows the lower bound and approximate Pareto
fronts for four different environments. The LP-based lower
bound is shown by the red shaded region. The figure shows
the actual solutions as markers that are connected by lines
for the NSGA-II algorithm and the LP-based algorithm. The
legend shows the techniques associated with the markers in
addition to the total algorithm execution time. All the sys-
tems have zero idle power consumption. The NSGA-II algo-
rithm was allowed to run for one million generations when
seeded with the basic seed. One thousand generations were
used when seeded with the full allocation seed.

Fig. 6a shows the results for the nine machine-type envi-
ronment. The lower bound and LP-based full allocation are
nearly indistinguishable along the entire Pareto front. This
means that the true Pareto front is tightly bounded even
though it is unknown. The curve that is dominated (i.e.,
higher values in both makespan and energy) by all other
curves is the set of solutions generated by the NSGA-II using
the first seeding method. This means that it took NSGA-II

Fig. 6. Lower bound and approximate Pareto fronts: The region excluded
by the lower bound from the LP is shaded in red and truly bounds the
approximate Pareto fronts. The full allocation or upper bound is very
near the lower bound so the Pareto front is tightly bounded. The times
shown in the parentheses in the legend indicate the total time to com-
pute the solution. Solution quality is rather poor with the NSGA-II using
the original seed and expensive to compute, however the NSGA-II
seeded with the full allocations produces a reasonable result, close to
the full allocation, in much less time, but still is not as good as the full
allocation in places.
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over a day to find a set of solutions that are of poor quality in
comparison to our technique that took 0.1 s. The set of red
solutions are those obtained from seeding NSGA-II with the
set of solutions produced by our local assignment algorithm.
Seeding with the full allocation allows the NSGA-II to both
converge to an improved front as well as decrease the run
time. The NSGA-II attempts to evenly distribute the solu-
tions along the Pareto front as can be seen in Fig. 6a. All the
algorithms seem to perform well at minimizing energy, pre-
sumably because computing the optimal minimum energy
solution is relatively easy compared to finding the optimal
minimum makespan solution. To obtain the minimum
energy solution, each task is assigned to the machine that
requires the lowest energy to execute that task. Fig. 6a shows
that all the algorithms produce good minimum energy solu-
tions; however, for makespan there are significant differen-
ces in solution quality. The new LP-based algorithms
produce better quality solutions in significantly less time.

A few different systems are used to further demon-
strate the applicability of the LP-based Pareto front gener-
ation technique. Fig. 6b shows a system composed of just
the first six machine types from the previous system, with
six machines per type. Fig. 6c shows an even smaller
system by taking only the first two machine types, with
18 machines per type. The total number of tasks, task
types, and machines is unchanged. These figures show
how the lower bound and upper bound still outperform
the NSGA-II algorithm even when the number of
machines types become small.

The results in Fig. 6d are based on the ten machine-type
environment that is an entirely different environment than
the nine machine-type environment. Even though this envi-
ronment is very different from the previous environments,
the LP-based algorithm produces a superior Pareto front in
significantly less time.

5.3 Solution Progression

To further understand the effects of the three phases of the
proposed algorithm we can follow a set of solutions as they
progress from the lower bound to the upper bound. Fig. 7
illustrates how the solutions progress through the three
phases of the algorithm. Fig. 7a shows the progression with-
out considering idle power consumption. This figure is a
zoomed in version of a portion of Fig. 6a that details the pro-
gression of individual solutions for the nine machine-type
environment. The lowest line represents the lower bound
on the Pareto front. Each orange arrow represents a solution
as it is rounded. In every case, the makespan increases while
the energy may increase or decrease. The energy consump-
tion can change during the rounding phase because tasks
may become assigned to different machine types that may
be more or less efficient compared to the original fractional
assignment. As a given solution, mm, is rounded, machines
will finish at different times, thus increasing the makespan.
Each blue arrow represents a solution that is being fully
allocated via the local assignment algorithm. The energy in
this case does not change because the local assignment
algorithm does not move tasks across machine types, thus
the power consumption cannot change. The makespan
increases are highly varying and depend on how well tasks
in a machine type pack onto individual machines. The full

allocation solution second from the right dominates the one
on the far right. In this case the solution on the far right is
removed from the estimate of the Pareto front in Fig. 6a. It is
expected that some of the full allocations (before pruning
based on dominance) will be dominated by other full alloca-
tions because there is no pruning based on dominance until
the end of the algorithm.

Fig. 7b shows the progression of the solutions when
considering idle power. The idle power consumption is set
to 10 percent of the mean power for each machine type,
specifically APC;j ¼ 0:1

T

P
i APCij. An idle power consump-

tion of 10 percent is used to model the case when the
server is powered off when not in use but the out-of-band
management controller is still responsive to remote power
on signals. See Appendix C, available in the online supple-
mental material, for experimental data and further expla-
nation. As the makespan increases, more machines will be
idle for longer, so the idle energy increases. The local
assignment phase now negatively affects the energy con-
sumption because it will typically have machines idle for
some amount of time.

5.4 Idle Power Consumption

Fig. 8 shows the effect of idle power on the Pareto front for
the nine machine-type environment. The curves show the
lower bound on the optimal Pareto front with different

Fig. 7. Progression of solutions from lower bound to integer to upper
bound without idle power (a) and with idle power (b). The dominated sol-
utions are not being pruned from the solution set to illustrate how every
real-valued solution is transformed to a feasible solution.
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percentages of idle power. The penalty for having a large
makespan increases as the idle power increases because a
large fraction of machines are idle for longer. The optimal
energy solutions must now have a shorter makespan to
reduce energy usage. This causes the Pareto front to con-
tract in the makespan dimension and shift to the right
slightly. As idle power usage approaches 100 percent, the
problem degenerates to the single objective minimum
makespan scheduling problem.

5.5 Convex Fill

Fig. 9 shows the solution front after convex filling while
Fig. 6a is shown without the convex filling. Convex filling
increases the run time only slightly, yet produces a much
more complete Pareto front compared to using the weighted
sum algorithm alone.

Fig. 10 shows how the solutions from the lower bound
progress to the full allocation when using the convex fill
algorithm with s ¼ 0:01. Comparing this figure to Fig. 7a
shows that the solutions added by the convex fill algo-
rithm to the lower bound generate many unique integer
and full allocation solutions. This allows the upper bound
formed by the full allocations to be much tighter, as will
be measured quantitatively in Section 5.6. A decision
maker also would benefit from having fewer gaps in the

Pareto front solutions when selecting an appropriate
schedule. The additional run time of generating these
extra solutions is negligible compared to the run time of
the weighted sum algorithm.

5.6 Area between Pareto Front Bounds

Using the algorithm detailed in Section 4.5 to compute
the area between the inner and outer approximations, the
quality of the different algorithms that generate bounds
on the Pareto front can be quantified. Fig. 11 shows exam-
ples of the inner and outer approximations of the Pareto
front for the nine machine-type environment. The orange
area is the region where the true Pareto front can exist.
The yellow region in the upper right is forbidden because
full allocations have been found that dominate every
solution in that region. The white part of the graph to the
bottom left is also forbidden because there are no feasible
solutions in that region. This white region is bounded by
the outer approximation found from the lower-bound
solution. The LP-based algorithm using just weighted
sum is shown in Fig. 11a. The same region along the Par-
eto front after applying the convex fill algorithm is in
Fig. 11b. The convex filling does not change the outer
approximation but it does add more unique full alloca-
tions that greatly increases the area of the inner approxi-
mation making the bound on the Pareto front tighter.

Table 1 lists the area (in megajoule-seconds) that is
between the inner and outer approximation polygons.
When the area is small, the Pareto front is tightly bounded.
The area is computed using the method in Section 4.5. Of
the Pareto front generation algorithms discussed, only the
LP-based algorithm produces an outer approximation or
lower bound. The LP-based outer approximation is used for
all the results shown in 1. The table shows four different
algorithms for computing the inner approximation. The
results are shown for the nine, six, two, and ten machine-
type environments whose Pareto fronts are shown in Fig. 6.
The NSGA-II with the basic seed can only very loosely
bound the Pareto front. The LP-based algorithm bounds the
Pareto front much more tightly than NSGA-II. However,
running the NSGA-II algorithm as a post process to the
LP-based algorithm does improve the quality of the bounds.

Fig. 8. Pareto front lower bounds when varying idle power: Idle power is
increased in 5 percent increments as labelled on the figure. As idle
power increases, the reward for minimizing makespan also increases.
The curve without idle power is only partially shown.

Fig. 9. Solutions after applying the convex fill algorithm: There are no
more large spaces between full allocation solutions as compared to
Fig. 6a.

Fig. 10. Progression of solutions from lower bound to upper bound when
using the convex fill algorithm: Convex filling produces unique integer
and full allocations that tighten the Pareto front bounds compared to
without convex filling in Fig. 7a.
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This is because the NSGA-II will find solutions that are
between the seeded full allocations thus filling in the gaps
and reducing the area. The convex fill algorithm is an alter-
native post process to the LP-based algorithm that executes
extremely fast. The convex fill algorithm bounds the Pareto
front the tightest for all environments considered here.

The lower bound can be tightened even further by using
the technique described inAppendix B, available in the online
supplementalmaterial, at the cost of greater computation.

6 COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

6.1 Analysis

A complete analysis of the scaling properties of the single
objective minimum makespan scheduling problem are pre-
sented in [31]. Those results are summarized below and
then extended for the full Pareto front generation problem.

Recall that T and M are the number of task and machine
types respectively. The average case complexity of solving
a single LP problem with the simplex algorithm is

ðT þMÞ2ðTM þ 1Þ. The complexity of the rounding algo-
rithm is O T ðM logMÞð Þ. Let Ttotal ¼

P
i Ti be the total num-

ber of tasks and Mtotal ¼
P

j Mj be the total number of

machines. Assuming for the sake of analysis that tasks and

machines are evenly distributed so 8j P
i mij � Ttotal

M and

Mj � Mtotal
M . The local assignment algorithm has complexity

O MT logT þ Ttotal logMtotal � Ttotal logMð Þ.

The complexity of the overall algorithm to find both the
lower bound and upper bound (full allocation) is driven by
either the lower-bound algorithm or the local assignment
algorithm. The complexity of the lower bound and round-
ing algorithms are independent of the number of tasks and
machines. Those algorithms depend only on the number of
task types and machine types. This is a very important
property for large-scale environments. Millions of tasks and
machines can be handled easily if the machines can be rea-
sonably placed in a small number of homogeneous machine
types and, likewise, tasks can be grouped by a small num-
ber of task types. Only the local assignment algorithm’s
complexity has a dependence on the number of tasks and
machines. This phase is only necessary if a full allocation or
schedule is required. The lower bound can be used to ana-
lyze much of the behavior of the HPC environment at a
lower computational cost. Furthermore, the local assign-
ment algorithm can be trivially parallelized because each
machine type is scheduled independently.

When generating a Pareto front the lower-bound solu-
tions are generated by re-solving a similar LP many
times. The objective space of vector optimization prob-
lems are polytopes so they have a finite number of verti-
ces. This means that there is a maximum number of
solutions that can be found by the weighted sum algo-
rithm because it is restricted to vertices. Usually there are
a large number of duplicate solutions from weighted sum
that can safely be removed thus reducing the computa-
tional cost of subsequent algorithms such as rounding
and local assignment.

6.2 Results

To demonstrate the scaling properties of our Pareto front
generation algorithm, a scaled up version of the nine
machine-type environment was used to generate the larger
environments used in this simulation. The number of
machines per type was changed from 4 to 400 so there are
now 3,600 machines. Tasks for each trial were generated by
sampling the task type distribution with replacement. The
mean of 50 trials is shown. For this set of simulations the
convex filling algorithm was used to improve the quality of
the Pareto front that was computed.

Fig. 12 shows the relative area between the inner and
outer approximation polygons as a function of the number
of tasks. The quality of the bound improves (i.e., relative
area decreases) as the number of tasks to schedule increases.
Fig. 13 shows the run time of the three phases of the algo-
rithm as a function of the number of tasks. The Fig. 13a
shows the time to run the weighted sum algorithm and
solve all the resultant LPs. Corresponding to the analysis in

Fig. 11. Inner and outer approximation polygons with and without convex
filling: The orange region is where the Pareto front can exist. The convex
fill algorithm greatly reduces the allowable area where the Pareto front
can exist.

TABLE 1
Area between Bounds

Machine Types in Environment

Algorithm Nine Six Two Ten

NSGA-II 2,149 1,351 115 2.655
LP-based 684 339 63 1.011
NSGA-II seeded 436 306 53 0.851
LP with convex fill 231 238 38 0.762
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Section 6.1, the weighted sum algorithm is independent of
the number of tasks. The rounding algorithm is shown in
Fig. 13b. Its runtime is also approximately independent of
the number of tasks. Fig. 13c shows the local assignment
and is the only phase of the algorithm that depends on the
number of tasks. The dependency is linear which matches
the analysis in Section 6.1.

The time required to solve the initial LP problem is on
average 12.6 times more expensive than doing a single re-
solve of the problem after perturbing the weights. This is
because the LP problem changes only slightly in the objec-
tive function so only a few primal simplex steps are
required to restore optimality.

7 RELATED WORK

Techniques for generating Pareto fronts have been well
studied (e.g., [4], [9], [10], [14], [20]). The LP-based
approach in this paper achieves huge gains in run time
and solution quality over prior methods by exploiting
properties that are common to static scheduling problems.
Most schedulers assign a single task to a machine at each
iteration while our approach first assigns groups of tasks
to groups of machines and then efficiently constructs the
feasible schedule. Assigning groups of tasks is possible
because there usually exist a relatively small number of
task and machine types in practical systems. Our work
also is focused on very large-scale systems and finding
high quality solutions on average, whereas [19], [32] are
concerned with worst-case performance of the scheduling
algorithms. The energy and makespan problem is a spe-
cialization of the classic optimization problem of mini-
mizing makespan and cost [19], [32].

While this paper deals with scheduling tasks to entire
machines, the algorithms could also be applied to schedul-
ing tasks to cores within a machine or across cores on many
machines. The full allocation recovery algorithm we use is
similar in nature to the algorithms presented in [33] that
deal with scheduling on a single machine with deadlines to
determine the best dynamic voltage and frequency scaling
(DVFS) parameters to use to minimize energy as a second-
ary objective. An algorithm is presented in [34] that mini-
mizes energy while constraining makespan and reliability
to provide computationally efficient schedules for DVFS
scheduling on identical processors.

In [12], the A� search algorithm is used to assign tasks to
machines considering task dependencies and communica-
tion constraints. This algorithm is very expensive for large
numbers of tasks because the algorithm’s branching factor

is on the order of the number of machines and the depth is
on the order of the number of tasks.

NSGA-II based approaches to find the energy and make-
span Pareto front are in [4], [10] without the use of task and
machine types. Other algorithms exist in the literature that
may perform differently than NSGA-II such as the strength
pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA2) algorithm [35].

Makespan and energy bi-objective optimization is also
proposed in [36] via a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) formulation using the weighted sum algorithm to
find solutions along the Pareto front. They present an adap-
tive algorithm that fills in the weighted sum solutions by
solving additional MILP problems. They assign individual
tasks to individual machines so scalability will suffer. An
extension of their work that uses vector ordinal optimiza-
tion to approximate the Pareto front is presented in [37].

The bi-objective problem for makespan and energy is
solved in [38] for a homogeneous machines whereas our
work models a heterogeneous set of machines. Their algo-
rithm does not produce a Pareto front but rather a single
solution trading off the objectives.

8 CONCLUSIONS

A highly scalable scheduling algorithm for the energy and
makespan bi-objective optimization problem was pre-
sented. The complexity of the algorithm to compute the
lower bound on the Pareto front was shown to be indepen-
dent of the number of tasks and machines. Only the algo-
rithm to compute the full allocation, that is computationally
inexpensive and trivially parallelizable, is dependent on the
number of tasks and machines. The quality of the solution
also improves as the size of the problem increases. The LP-
based Pareto front was compared to the solution found
with the NSGA-II algorithm and shown to be superior in
solution quality and algorithm run time for a variety of test
environments. A post-process to the LP-based algorithm
was developed that fills in solutions quickly using the con-
vexity property of the relaxed problem. This was shown to
further increase the quality of the Pareto front with a negli-
gible increase in run time. A new approach for quantifying
the quality of the Pareto fronts was developed and used to
compare the different algorithms. These properties make
this algorithm perfectly suited for very large-scale schedul-
ing problems. This new LP-based Pareto front generation
algorithm allows decision makers to more easily trade-off
energy and makespan to reduce operating costs and
improve efficiency of HPC systems.

This work could be extended by considering alternative
scalarization techniques to potentially reduce the time
required to compute the lower bound. Many of the LP

Fig. 12. Relative percent increase in area as a function of the total
number of tasks: The quality of the solution improves as more tasks
are used.

Fig. 13. Algorithm run time versus total number of tasks: Both the lower
bound and the rounding algorithms are independent of the number of
tasks. The local assignment, used to obtain the full allocation, is linearly
dependent on the number of tasks.
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problems result in solutions that are identical, thus provid-
ing minimal information in forming the Pareto front. It is
possible to avoid generating duplicate solutions by utiliz-
ing different scalarization techniques. The LP-based sched-
uling algorithm only takes a fraction of a second to
compute a single schedule for a given bag-of-tasks so it is
possible to use this scheduler for online batch-mode sched-
uling. Specifically, this algorithm can be used to schedule
tasks as they arrive at the system by computing a schedule
for all tasks waiting in the queue (as a batch) and recom-
puting the schedule when a task completes or a new task
arrives.
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